Unstained cell imaging: Morphological insights from coupled fixation and darkfield microscopy.
Cell staining techniques are well established in cell biology and associated with a broad range of dedicated dyes; however, they are accompanied by non-negligible costs, preparation time and unavoidable alterations of the sample with foreign molecules. In this context, we point out and propose the use of darkfield microscopy (DM) combined with different fixation protocols (to be used anyway) to enhance the different cell structures and districts as a timesaving and inexpensive support to the techniques that need staining or immuno-staining protocols and products. In a first step, we have analysed the effect of different fixation protocols on DM images for various human cellular lines. The presented imaging study shows that cell morphology actually changes with the fixation protocols that enhance, through contrast and luminosity variations, different shapes and patterns and thus structures of the cells. The different chemical action of various fixations, in fact, modifies the local scattering coefficient, thus affecting in a different way the morphology shown by DM images. As a second step we have compared the observed DM morphologies to those of selective fluorescent staining being therefore able to associate them to specific cell districts (e.g. nucleus, membrane or cytoskeleton). The obtained results indicate that this common microscopy technique can give images with particular cellular structures or districts enhanced more than others depending on the choice of fixation protocol. Therefore Darkfield Microscopy can be considered as a simpler, cheaper and faster method to provide morphological indications, respect to staining techniques, even at low and medium magnifications.